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I’m a strong believer in the self and growth. This piece reflects two of the most important things in my 

life: self-acceptance and trust in yourself. This large-scaled figure was meant to challenge me in many 

ways, starting from the fact that it’s the largest piece I’ve done to this day and ending with what it 

represents. Acceptance isn't easy for me. I’m a perfectionist control freak that sees everything in black 

and white and likes to punish myself and spiral about all the things I think I’ve done wrong. It takes me a 

lot of effort and time to understand that I can actually trust myself and what it means to be there for 

myself. I don’t think I’ve ever truly known what it means. I depend on the fact that people like or love me 

and actively avoid conflict just to secure the fact that they will never leave me or turn on me. That gives 

me a false sense of security and keeps me away from real human intimacy which comes from being 

open, vulnerable and flawed. I always thought I was perfect, so making my first huge mistakes in life 

nearly killed me. I couldn’t believe I was capable of doing something wrong and that kind of reaction was 

a hole I dug myself and something I wouldn’t wish upon anyone else. 


It’s ok to make mistakes, in fact, it’s necessary. Trying to live with a clean slate chippes away from our 

human experience more than we realize. In Estonia we have a saying from one of our former president: 

“Olukord on sitt, aga see on tuleviku väetis” which means “The situation is crap, but it’s our future’s 

fertilizer”. I prefer to think about it just like that–Whatever mistakes we do, they are always ground for 

growing and becoming better, without the need to punish or torture ourselves any further. 


http://www.maritaliivak.com


Creative biography 


Marita Liivak is a contemporary painter who lives and works in Tallinn, Estonia. Her personal style 
emanates true passion for creating a better, more wholesome life for herself and others through art. She 
dismantles and observes subjects as they become relevant in her life and share’s her story with others. 


As a child Marita taught herself drawing with the help of cartoons, books and the internet. Later she 
earned a BA in Painting in Pallas University of Applied Sciences where she also spent a yearabroad 
inSicily,CataniainAccademiadiBelleArti.ShortlyaftergraduationMaritastarted working in a start-up 
company called IMEPILT studios. In the 3 years she spent there she built the company's visual imagery, 
did animation, concepts, built a creative team, worked with Disney writers on a script, reached the 
position of the CCO and ultimately left to pursue her own artistic career full time. 


Marita’s main subjects of discussion are mental-health, sexuality and self-acceptance. It covers a wide 
range of subjects but the key subject in her work is almost always women because her work is 
autobiographical and she believes in the importance of being authentic in her work. Since she identifies 
as a woman, her paintings are also of female figures or generally very femininely powerful. 


In 2020 she started her solo-career as a painter and has since done and started several exhibition 
projects. The first and most important exhibition so far was “From becoming to being” in Tartu, 2021. 
The artist pictured her journey of finding herself after completely falling apart in the spring of 2020 and 
each image shared a story of coming back to one’s true self where nothing but yourself is needed. 


In her work with women she dismantles today’s standards and taboos surrounding women’s bodies, 
liberating them from any stigma or false-understanding of what a woman’s body should look like, 
starting with herself. In 2020 she did a lot of work with her long-lasting eating disorders and successfully 
cured herself with the help of her art via painting her body as it went through the changes. This 
successful process made her curious about how art can influence other women and their body-images 
so she started working with other women on an exhibition opening in fall 2023. 


In addition to that, she has traveled a lot in the past years for the purpose of networking, gathering 
inspiration and looking for places to work and exhibit (Mexico, Portugal, Italy, Turkey). She’s been 
successfully participating since 2019 in Tartu’s Young painters auction that take places every spring and 
autumn and participating in several joint-exhibitions, including Tartu’s annual artist end-of-the-year 
exhibition and most recently in the newest gallery in Tallinn Victoria Olt’s gallery “Nuissance”, latter which 
she’s having an exhibition with in spring 2023. She did a private collection of 8 works in 2022 for a 
Chateau de Tilloux in France and is also represented in Singulart, a platform in Paris where she’s sold 
several works abroad. She’s appeared in 




several articles about body-positivity and done charity work using her art and tools to support Ukraine in 
the war against Russia. 


